Case studies: Resideo / Honeywell Newhouse:
A very quick solution was required for Honeywell in Newhouse that would provide a recycling solution
for all the cardboard material generated at their work stations, inside their busy manufacturing facility.
The installation proved tricky due to restricted access and a last-minute equipment failure however as
always, the team stepped up to make sure the baler was installed on time, using the old Egyptian
method of rolling the machine into position – with a little help from the HIAB! Highlander suggested
the provision of a Dicom PGV650P vertical mill-sized baler with modem alert system, which is fast,
robust and with a large loading aperture allowing sheets of cardboard of all sizes to be handled
efficiently and safely, while providing new revenue streams by rebating Honeywell for mill ready
cardboard bales. The introduction of the new baler would also reduce waste and landfill disposal costs
while of course, enhancing the group’s environmental performance. With cardboard being baled
instead of being placed into waste or DMR containers, we anticipate big waste disposal savings - the
installation itself was an £11,000 investment and will result in fewer collections, better rebates for all
materials, huge savings in general waste costs via landfill diversion, tidier yard with better
housekeeping all round. Images for illustration as below:

It only took 7 days from the date of order from Honeywell to date of installation, and on average it
only takes Highlander 2 weeks to provide a mill sized baler to customers in the central belt – we can
provide 6 different mill sized baler options for customers making bales from 400kg to 500kg with
varying cycle times and machine dimensions! We can also collect the bales from you using our Moffett
Mounty self-loading service meaning if you don’t have a forklift or you are too busy, we can do the
lifting for you!
Call us at 01355 524215 for more information on these machines and other services.

